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Children's human figure drawings (HPDa' have frequently been used as a projective technique to indicate
emotional problems.

Despite the popularity of this tech-

nique, research has shown contradictory findings on its
validity as a meaSure of emotional adjustment.

As a reason

for the inconsistent findings. researchers have suggested
that the artistic quality of UPDs may interfere with successful interpretation of adjustment from the drawings.
However. the issue of the possible influence of artistic
quality hRS not been adequately researched.
The major purpose of this study was to determine if a
relationship existed between psychologists' jUdgments of
artistic quality and judgments of emotional adjustment from
children's UFOs.

Children diagnosed as emotionally dis -

turbed and normal children were randomly selected to pro duce HFDs.
sex. and 10.

These children were matched according to age,
Twelve psychologists were randomly selected

to rate the drawings for emotional adjustment and artistic
quality without knowledge of the children's adjustment
status.

The psychologists were allowed to employ methods

vii

of inte rpre tation the y use in the ir practice.

In addition,

each psychologist wa s asked to li s t or describe the
methods / crite ria used in rating each drawing.

Each psy-

choloqist was a lso a sked to re-rate a random sample of the
HFOs after one month in order to determine intrarate r

reliability.
Comparisons were made between (a) the artistic quality
and emotional adjustment ratings, (b) the methods/criteria
used in both ratings, and (c) the level of identification
of actual adjustment from each set of ratings.

The inter-

rater agreement and intra rater stability of the ratings
were also determined.

A positive, but nonsignificant, correlation was found
between the artistic quality and emotional adjustment
ratings , indicating that the two ratings may be measuring
different dimensions of children's HFOs.

The psycholo-

gists' perceptions of artistic quality of the HFOa
evidently did not influence their ratings of emotional
adjustment to a significant degree.

An

analysis of the

criteria used in classifying drawings indicated that the
same types of criteria were frequently cited for both types
of ratings.

Since the ratings were not highly correlated.

the criteria were presumably interpreted differently in the
two types of ratings.
A relatively high degree of inter rater agreement was
found for the artistic quality ratings and emotional
adjustment rating. .

The intrarater stability for both

vi ii

types of ratinqs wa~ also re latively high.

However, the

emotional adjustment ratings were not significantly related
to the actual emotional adjustment status of the children
making the drawings.

These findings indicated that the

methods used by the psychologists in interpreting the HFOs
for emotional adjustment were of questionable validity.
The artistic quality ratings were also not significantly
related to the children ' s actual adjustment, indicating
that emotionally disturbed children's UPOs were not
necessarily perceived as having low artistic quality.
The results did not support the contention that
artistic quality of HPOs ia a confounding influence On UFO
interpretation for emotional adjustment.

The findings fro.

this stUdy also contribute to the body of research
suggesting that children's HFOa are not valid for
indicating level of emotional adjustment.

ix

CHAPTER
Introduction

Children's drawings have long been used a8 a means for
the understanding of children.

Since the late nineteenth

century, the interest in children's drawings has been
well-documented in America and in Europe.
Goodenough (19261,

as

According to

early as 1885 a study describing

developmental stages in children's drawings was reported in
England.

Since that time, numerous studies of children's

drawings have been conducted by psychologists and educators.

The focus of interest in the majority of these

studies has been on children's renditions of the human
figure.
According to Hulse (19511, the rationale for employment of human figure drawings with children has been that
the drawings allow children to more accurately express
thelU"lves, since they have limited ability to express
themselves verbally.

Children are able to convey thoughts,

attitudes, feelings, and maturity through drawings that
they cannot possibly express in words or in writing.

As

indicated by Klepsch , Logie (19821, "drawing speaks louder
than words in the early stages of a child's development.
It is, therefore, ideally suitable as a technique for
uncovering information" about children (p. 81.

Co~unication

versal.

through drawing is also basic and uni-

Since all cultures are familiar with the human

figure, the use of human figure drawings easily crosses
language and cultural barriers.

The brevity and nonverbal

nature of human figure drawings allow their use ·with those
whose language production or attention span is problematic.
Special populations such as the very young. the mentally
retarded, and the learning handicapped can perform this
task adequately without the frustration encountered with
language-oriented measures- (Scott, 1981, p. 483).

In

addition, most children enjoy drawing, which makes the
technique of using huaan figure drawing. unobtrusive and
nonthreatening to children (Scott, 1981).
These unique characteristics have led to the development of various assessment techniques using children's
hUman figure drawings.

The techniques can be divided into

two main types of interpretations:

use of the drawings as

a prOjective technique and use as an objective test.
According to Lindzey (1961),
A projec tive technique is an instrument that is
considered especially sensitive to covert or
unconsci ous

spects of behavior1 it permits or

encourages a wide variety of subject responseB,
is highly multidimensional, and it evokes
unusually rich or profuse data with a minimum of
subject awareness concerning the purpose of the
test (p. 45).

Projective techniques used with children include measures such as

~ord

Association tests, interpretation of

play, sentence completion tests, interpretation of
pictures, arranging pictures, and drawing techniques

(Klepsch , Logie, 1982).

Children's human figure drawing.

are used as a projective technique through the interpretation of drawings for indications of personal i ty traits
and unconscious needs, and to diagnose emotional problems

(Koppitl, 1968/ Hachover, 1949).
In contrast to a projective technique, an objective
test usually requires a limited and structured response.
Anavera are used to -arrive at measurements of a di . . naion

or trait that relates to a criterion.

The responses or

acores obtained are usually treated .a correlates of some-

thing else" (Sundberg, 1977, p. 174).

Children's human

figure drawings are often used as an objective test to
determine mental maturity or

to

(Goodenough, 1926/ Harris,

1963).

In general, both approaches (projective and objective)
involve asking children, either individually or in groups,
to draw a picture of a whole person, using letter-size (8~
x 11 inch) white paper and a number two pencil with an
eraser.

A drawing of an opposite sex figure and a self-

portrait figure are sometimes requested (Harris, 1963;
Machover, 1949).

The examiner or person collecting draw-

lng8 must avoid any kind of sugggestion, comment or
criticism (Harri., 1963).

4

These techniques of using figure drawings are known as
Draw-A-Paraons (DAPs) or Human Pigure Drawings (HPDs).
Although the term DAP specifically refers to Hachover's
projective drawing technique (1949), it is often used
interchangeably with the more general term HFD.

Thus, DAPa

and HPOs refer to the use of figure drawinga, both projectively and objectively.

This study will Use the ter=

UFOs for clarity.
Hoat psychologists aoem to adhere to one of the two
approaches to interpretation (i.e., prOjective or objective) exclusively (Koppit., 1968).

Since same of the same

HPD items are considered by Harris (1963) as indicators of
mental maturity and by Hachover (1949) as indicators of
emotional conflict, a clear differentiation is needed
between the two approaches in order for meaningful interpretation of BPOs to occur (Koppitl, 1968). Therefore,
research is usually conducted separately for projective and
objective uses of HPOs.

This study will focus on a pro-

jective use of UPOs to indicate children's emotional
adjustment.

~ ~ 2! ~ ~ ~ Projective Technigue
Since Hachover developed the Draw-A-Person Test as a
projective technique in 1949, it has continued to be one of
the most frequently usod psychological tests in clinical
settings.

A 1961 survey (Sundberg) of 18S clinics, hos-

pitals, Veterans Administration facilities and other clinical settings revealed that the OAP was second in frequency
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of psyehologieal test usage to the Rorsehaeh Inkblot Test.
Results of a similar survey in 1971 (Lubin, Wallis, •
Paine) revealed that the OAP was the fourth most popular
psyehologieal test.

A more reeent survey of the practice

of psyehological assessment among 274 sehool psyehologists
showed that tbe OAP was one of tbe most frequently used
instruments for personality assessment (Gob' Puller, 1981,
Goh, Teslow • Puller, 1981).

In addition to the OAP, Goh

and Puller (198l) and Gob et al. (1981) found that two
other frequently used personality instruments involved
interpretation of HPDs:

the House-Tree-Person and Kinetic

Pamily Drawings.
In spite of its general popularity as a diagnostic
instrument, the DAP has been the aubject of contradietory
reseoreh.

The literature eontains numerous studies which

concluded tbat the DAP is valid for differentiating between
those who are maladjusted (diagnostie categories such as
emotional disturbanee or schizophrenia) and those who are
adjusted (Albee' Hamlin, 1950, Burton. Sjoberg, 1964,
Goldman • Velaseo, 1980, Goldman • Warren, 1976; Hall •
Ladriere, 1970; Kiler , Nesvig, 1965, Kol.berg • Wechsler,
1950, Koppitl, 1966a, 1966b, 1966c, 1968; Vane. Eisen,
1962).
In contrast, other studies have reported the opposite reaults--the OAP did not diaeriminate between various
diagnostic categories (Adler, 1970, Cauthen, Sandman,
Kilpatrick, • Deabler, 1970, Diffenbeeh, 1978, Piaher ,

Fisher, 1950: Pihl , Nimrod, 1976: Reiznikoff , Nichols,
1958: Ribler, 1957; Ries, Johnson, Armstrong & Holmes,
1966: Royal, 1949; Schaeffer, 1964;

Sher~n,

1958; Strump-

fer' Nichols, 1962; Wanderer, 1969; watson, 1967b).
Furthermore, tbe literature indicates that psychologists
experienced with the OAP were no .are successful in interpretation than persons not experienced with the OAP (Albbe
, Bamlin, 1949; Cressen, 1975; risher' risher, 1950; Biler
Nes~ig,

1965; Jue, 1976; Schmidt, McGowan, 1959;

Wanderer, 1969; Watson, 1967a).
Rpsearcbers

ha~e

attempted to explain tbe inconsistent

research findings by bypothesizing that the artistic quality of drawings is erroneously influencing paycholoqists'
interpretations of drawings (Feldman , Hunt, 1958; Roback,
1968; Schaeffer, 1964).

For example, drawings of low

artistic quality might erroneously be
been drawn by maladjusted cbildren.

percei~ed

as having

Some research

(Cressen, 1975; Lewinsohn, 1965; Nichols, Strumpfer, 1962;
Strumpfer , Nicbols, 1962) has indicated that artistic
quality reflected in drawings may not be related to actual
le~ol

of adjustment.

Therefor e , the influence of artistic

quality might interfere with psychologis t s ' accurate
interpretation of drawings for adjustme nt .
However, the issue of the possible influence of
artistic quality has not been adequately researched.
Pre~ious

studies of the possible influence of artistic

quality bave been conducted using adults' drawings, wbicb

have limite d genera lizabil it y to children's drawingy .

One

exception was a study by McIntosh (1981) using childre n's
drawings, but this study used different groups of judges
for ratings of artistic quality and ratings of adjustment
and did not account for individual differences between
judges.

No studies have been conducted which compared

individual psychologists' ratings of artistic quality and
ratings of adjus~nt from children'. HPO ••
The purpose of this study is to determine if a correlational relationship exiats between psychologist.'
judgments of artistic quality and judgments of emotional
adjustment from children'. human figure drawings.
theses were

a.

follows:

Hypo-

(a' there will be a significant

positive relationship between paychologists' judgments of
artistic quality and judgments of emotional adjuatment from
children'. HPOs, (b) the criteria or methOQ~ u.ed for
ratings of artistic quality will be aimilar to thoae used
for ratings of adjustment, and

(c)

ratings of artistic

quality and adjustment will have a low level of identification of actua l level of adjustment.

CHAPTER II
Review of the Literature

The re soarch on the use of childre n's human figure

drawings, both as an objective test and a projective technique, are examined in this literature review.

Since the

focus of this study is on the projective use of HFOs as a
measure of adjustment, projective use. are emphasized, with
objective uses covered briefly.

The development of various

scoring systems and techniques tor interpretation are

reviewed, along with studies of the rel i ability and validity of the scoring systems and interpretations.

The

research on the possible influence of artistic quality of
drawings on psycholog i sts' HFO interpretations is also
reviewed.
Objective Use.
Objective USes of children. HFOs gene r ally involve
scor i ng systems wh i ch esti.ate intell e ctual .aturity or 10
(Buck, 1948: Goodenough, 1926/ Harri s , 1963 / Koppitz,
1966'.

Each of these scoring systems is based on the

assumption that as children increase in age their drawings
reflect developmental changes.

For instance, a typical

three-yeAr-old drawa a person as a head, four-year-olds

make "tadpole-like" drawings, five-yeAr-old. draw a body
and a head .

At each succe.sive age, detail in the drawings
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increases and additional features, such as ears and fin-

gers, are included.

These details and features, along with

position and proportion, are given po ints in most of the
scoring systems, with the total score indicating a child's
status relative to other children (Klepsch , Logie, 1982).
The first scoring system for estimating general
intellectual maturity or 10, the Draw-A-Kan Test, was
developed by Goodenough in 1926.

This test wa. the first

for systematically evaluating children'. drawings on a
point scale method (K1epsch , Logie, 1982).

Barris re-

standardized and revised the scoring system of this te.t in
1963, resulting in the Goodenough-Barris Drawing Test,
which is frequently part of a psychologist's battery of
a.sessment techniques today (Sattler, 1982).

Harris (1963)

viewed this test as a measure of intellectual maturity,
which he described a8 the ability to perceive (to discriminate likenesses and differences), to abstract (to cla.sify
objects according to likenesses and d ifferences) , and to
genera l i ze (to assign a discriminated object to a correct
class).
Other scoring systems similar to the Goodenough-Harris
Drawing Test have been developed.
a scoring system for estimating
with the House-Tree-Person Test.

Buck (1948) established

to

from figure drawings

Koppitz (1968) developed

a scoring system for children ages 5 to 11 which asses sea
general level of mental maturity through the nwaber of
e_pected and e_ceptional items (e.g., pupils, hair, fin-

10
ger s , e tc.) on HFDs.

HFDs a r e also pa rt of the McCarthy

Scales of Children's Abiliti e s, which provid es a general
level of intellectual function i ng for children ages 2 ~ to 8~
(McCarthy, 1972), and the Denver Developmenta l Screen i ng
Test, which is used to detect developmental disorders in
children from birth through 5 years of age (Prankenburg ,
Dodds, 1975).
Reliability ~ Validity

E!

Objective ~

In a review of approximately 100 studies on the Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test (GH), Scott (1981) examined the
reliability and validity of objective uses of HPDs to estimate ZQ .

Scott reported that GH intrascorer and inter-

Scorer reliability coefficients are uniformly high a nd
sign if icant, generally in the low .90s.

Test-retest

scores, measuring the consistency of the GH drawings themselves, Were correlated in the low .70s.

however, Good-

enough (1926) reported a correlation of .94 between scores
on two successive days, and Harr i s (1963) r eported corre lations of up to .91 Over retest intervals of one wec k t o
three months .

Scott's major conclusions concerning the validit y of
the GH included the following:

GH Scores effectively dis -

crimina ted pe rformance between age levels from 5 through
12, an upward bias of approximately 10 standard score
points was found in Harris'. norma, the GH was found to

have little utility as a predictor of academic achieve~nt,
the relation between GH performance and learning disabil-

11
ities 15 unclea r , the HFDs of the me ntally r e tarde d a re

compa rabl e to thos e of normal ch ildre n of the s ame mental
age , and s ocioeconom ic s t a tus Was the cultural variable

which had the moat ef fect on GH pe rformance.
Overall, Scott concluded that the GH is a r e liable
test which effectively discriminates the performance of
children at different age levels, but it is a poor predictor of individual and group performance on the major
criterion intell i gence tests.

"These discrepancies are

large enough to render the GH useless for predictive purposes in the average and upper ranges of i ntelligence.

The

GH holds soe& promise aa a gross screening device for those
of below average intelligence" (Scott, 1981, p. 503).
The reliability and validity of Buck's system for
estimating 10 is questionable.

Bolander (1977) noted that

Buck's sys tem has been criticized because hi. normative
experiment used only twenty subjects in each of seven
groups.
Koppitz (1968) reported no r e liability data on her
developmental scoring system for estimating 10.

She did

indicate that it was valid for a major it y of 347 s ubjects
in a study in wh i ch HFO interpretat i on for general intelligence categories significantly corre lated with intelligence test scores.
Pr ojective

~

In contrast to the use of HPOa as a ~asure of mental
maturity, representatives of different schools of thought
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use HFDs AS 4 projective technique which involves analyzing

drawings for signa (ways in wh ic h parts of the figure are
dra~n) of personality traits, unconscious needs, and con-

flicts

(~oppitz,

1968).

apos have been investigated to

determine if certain signs occur more often in drawings of
children with certain conditions (e.g., organic problema,
learning disabilities, deafness or hearing impairment,
obesity, congenital heart disease, encephalitis, and mental
retardation) than in drawings of children without these
conditions

(~lepsch

, Logie, 1982).

Sowever , most of the

research using HFOs projectively is concerned with indications of emotional disturbance or maladjustment from
drawings.

This research includes scoring systems and

techniques such aa those developed by Machover (1949), and
Koppitz (1966a).
Machover·. Drav-A-Person !!!1

In 1949, Machover standardhed the administration and
formalized the interpretation of figure drawings as a projective technique , known as the Oraw-A-Ferson (OAP) Test.
She offered nume rous hypotheses based on psychoanalytic
theory regarding Interpretations of OAPs, such as the
detection of paranoid pathology, schizophrenia, or homosexuality through certain signs on drawings (Machover,
1949) •
Machover'a analyses vere based on the body-image

hypothesis--the assumption that certain emotions, perceptions, and sensations are located in various body parts

13

(Machover, 1949'.

Particular aspects of drawings were

considered important to Machovor, such

48

pencil pressure ,

variability and solidarity of lines used, rapidity of
graphic movement, size of figure, succession of parts

drawn, placement on the page, rigidity or spontaneity, and
the use of background.
Specific body parts were associated with certain
meanings.

Por example, the head was considered to be -the

center of intellectual power, social dominance and control
of body impulses· (Machover, 1949, p. 361.

Those who place

significance on intellectual achievement or those who
auffer organic brain damage might draw disproportionately
large heads (Machover, 19491.

Although Kachover'. hypo-

theses were considered significant and influential, she
offered no scoring system and presented no controlled
research to support her claies (Koppitz, 1" ;81.
Koppitz'.

l!!!!!!!!! Figure Drawing

~oppit.

~

(1966a, 19681 presented the first refined

scoring system for interpreting children's HPDs, which was
based on the Interpersonal Relationship Theory of Harry
Stack Sullivan.

HPOs were considered to reflect a child's

level of development and his or her interpersonal relationships.

Koppitz did not adhere to Kachover's body image

hypothesis and felt that HPOs represent a child's current
developmental stage and attitudes, which may change over
time with experience and maturation.

14

In deve loping he r scoring system, Koppit. determin ed
that 30 items, called emotional indicators, occurred sig-

nificantly more often in drawings of children with emotional problems than in drawings of well-adjusted children.
The presence of two or more emotional indicators in a

drawing was considered to be indicative of emotional problems and unsatisfactory interpersonal relationships.
Koppitz (19681 classified three different types of
emotional indicators I

(al items related to the quality of

the HPD, such as broken or sketchy lines, shading, gross
asymmetry of limbs, tiny or big figures, and transparencies/ (bl special features not usually found on HPD.,
such &8 tiny or large head, vacant or croased eyes, teeth ,

genitals, monater or grotesque figure, and aun, moon or

cloudsl

(c)

omissions of items expected in HPDs at children

at a given age l e vel, s uch as eyes, nose, mouth, arm5, or

legs.
Variations 2! the

~

The prOjective technique of the drawing of a single
human figure has been extended to include drawings of othe r
people and Objects.

Two examples of this extent ion are the

Houso-Tree-Person (HTPI Test and Kinetic Family DrAwings
(KPDs I.
Buck (19481 developed the House-Tree-Person Test,
Which consists of a drawing of A house And a tree in
addition to a human figure drawing.

Buck considered the

HPD a. a projection of the drawer'. self image. tho drawing

15

o f a tree as the projection of adjustment to the natural
world, and the drawing of a house

hUman or social world.

48

4djustment to the

Emphasis was also placed on post-

drawing interrogation and use of color in drawings.
Buck's method has been criticized as being vague
(Bolander, 19771 and "not clear as to procedure of evaluat i on, or wholly satisfactory as a guide to interpretation" (Harris, 1963, p. 491.

Two other scoring methods for

the HTP (Hammer, 1954, Jollea, 19521 have been developed
which differ from Buck'. in a number of respects and,
according to Harria (19631, offer no firm basis for qualitative study.
As developed by Burn. and Kaufman (19701, the Kinetic
Pamily Drawing (KPol Technique involves asking children to
draw a picture of everyone in their family doing something,
including themselves.

Analysis of KPos is focused on

action (movements of energy depicted between peoplel, .ymbols (interpretations from a analytical frame of referencel, and style (drawing characteristics suggestive of
defe nsiveness ).

Burns and Kaufman baaed their scoring

systems for KPos on their clinical experience, providing no
formal evidence of reliability or validity (Klepsch ,
Logie, 19821.

According to Falk (1 9811, a small amount of

research on KPo. has yielded positive results in us i ng
family drawings to understand children, but much more
researc h is needed with this technique.
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Reliability 2! Projective Uses
Swensen (1968) reviewed the literature on reliability
studies on the projective uses of DAPs.

He reported that

interscorer reliability of drawings was adequate if judges
or scorers were provided with training or explicit instructiODS.

In studies assessing the reliability of the draw-

ings themselves, apacific signs involving structural and
content variables (auch as line quality and presence or
absence of certain body parts) were found to have reliabillties ·probably too low for making reasonably reliable
clinical judgment.· (Swensen, 1968, p. 40).

However,

global rating., or ratings baaed upon the drawings as a
whole, generally have satisfactory reliability, leading
Swensen to conclude that ·the reliability of a particular
sign is a direct, linear function of the amount of drawing
behavior included to a.seS8 that sign· (1968, p . 40).
Hammer and Kaplan (1966) asked 1300 fourth, fifth, and
sixth grade children to draw a parson and then draw a
person of the opposite sax.

They had the children rapeat

th i s task one week later in order to determine if tha children draw the figures the same both times.
following indicators to be reliable:

They found the

heads without bodies:

type of mouth: missing fingers: erasures, shading: frontal
view drawings; and upper, lower, and left placement on a

page.

Indicators found to be different on each adminis-

tration or unreliable included the following.

the drawing

of teeth: right profile drawings: the omission of handa,
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feet, and nose; and placement on the right side of the

page.

Gittelman-Klein (1978) criticized this study:

"in

such a larqe group, a significant correlation may account

for very little var i ance (e.g. , a correlation of 0.06 is
significant beyond the 0.05 level of chance in a sample
siza of 1,000)" (p. 158).
Validity g! Projective Uses
According to Falk (1981), studies evaluating the
validity of projective uses can be divided into two types:
(a) those testing the validity of individual hypotheses
developed by Machover, and (b) those assessing tha validity
of tha DAP as a whole, using diagnostic .orting tasks.
Validity of Machover's Hypothe.es
To date, studies designad to test Machover'. hypotheses have been at best inconclusive (KoppitE, 1968).

In

reviews of the literature on figure drawings, Klopfer and
Taulbee (1976), Roback (1968), and Swensen (1957, 1968)
concluded that Machover's hypotheses concerning the DAP
generally had not been supported in the reviewed studies.
According to Swensen (1957),
more of the evidence directly contradicts her
hypotheses than supports them.

And, e ven in the

studies where some support for her hypotheses can
be found, many of the cases did not render the
human figure drawings in the way that would be
expected according to Machover (p. 460).
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Swensen (1957) r eviewed studies prior to 1956 which
re~earched

30 of Machover'. hypotheses concerning body

parts and structural and formal aspects of the OAP.

He

found that only 1 hypothesis was supported, 13 others prese nted conflicting evidence, and the remaining 16 had not
been supported.

Similarly, Roback (1968) reported that 3

Machover hypotheses generally had been supported, 7 presented conflicting evidence, and 10 generally had not been
supported in research from 1956 to 1967.

sased on these

questionable validity findings, both Swensen (1957) and
Roback (1968) concluded that the utility of the OAP may be
in the determination of gross level of adjustment.
Klopfer and Taulbee (1976) reviewed the literature on
Machover's hypotheses fro. 1971 through 1976 and concluded
that
drawings can only be regarded aa a suggestive
kind of graphic behavior that will take on
meaning as it is discussed with the subject and
viewed in the context of other information.

Many

of the hypotheses formed by authora like Machover
are at a level not clearly related to either
conscious self-concept or behavior (p. 561).
l!!l1dity of

~

DAP !.!

~ ~

Nonsupportive~.

.!.!l Diagnosis

Numerous studies have con-

cluded that diagnoses based on reaults of the DAP are
invalid.

These studies often used figure drawings by

neurotic and/or schizophrenic adults and normal adults and
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found that ratings of the drawings cannot discriminate

between the di f ferent groups (Adler, 1970; Cauthen, Sandman, Kilpatrick' Deabler, 1970, Fisher' Fisher, 1950;
Re l znlkoff , Nichols, 1958; Rlbler, 1957; Rles, Johns on,
Armstrong' Holmes, 1966, Royal, 1949; Schaeffer, 1964,
Sherman, 1958; strumpfer , Nichols, 1962, Wanderer, 1969,
Watson, 1967b) .
Two of the moat comprehensive of these studies wore
conducted by strumpfer and Nichols (1962) and Rles at al.
(1966).

strumpfer and Nichols found that of 16 DAP mea-

sures, none were able to differentiate the drawings of
normal, neurotic and 8chizophrenic adults at a level
exceeding chance.

Rles et al. determined that only 3 out

of 80 signs derived from the literature were able to distinguish normal subjects from schizophrenics.
Additional nonsupportlve studies have assessed the
va lidity of Koppltz's emotional Indicators.

Studies by

Dlffenbach (1978), Eno, Elliot, and Woehlke (1981), Pihl
and Nimrod (19 76), Snyder and Gaston (1970), and szasz,
Baade . a nd Paskewlco (1980) have r e ported questionable
validit y o f t he Koppltz scoring system and advised caution
In Its use a s a n Indicator of emotional problema.

A cross

validation study by Fuller, Preuss, and Hawkins (1970)
supported Kopplto's contention that emotional Indicators
occur more often In the HFDs of children with emot i onal
problems than In thoae of normal children, however, It did
not support the view that two or more indicators suggest
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emoti onal problems.

Many

~hi ldr e n

d iagnosed as

e~otionally

d isturbed had e ither one or no i ndicators in their drawings
in this cross validation s tudy.
Selfe (1983) a180 questioned the validity of Koppitz's
scoring system.

She stated:

The difficulty with [ Koppitz's J work is that it
lacks

A

central congruence and fails to represent

a satisfactory integrated model of emotional
adjustment.

An aggregate of 'indicators' doe.

not gel into a theory and, in any case, it i.
highly questionable that individual drawing
features or habits rise from the emotional state
of the subject alone .

These features could have

been formed in many ways: through instruction, or
imit.atton of other children, cartoons, etc. (p.
22-23).
Other nonsupportive research us i ng children's drawings
was conducted by Springer (1941) and Stolz and Coltherp
(1961).

Springer found no differences between maladjusted

and adjusted groups of children (defined by incidence of
behavior problems) using their BPOs.

Stolz and Coltherp

showe d that threo clinical psychologists were able to predict intelligence to a signficant degree from the drawing~,
but were unable to predict either emotional adjus~ent or
sociability.
Methodological problems vere evident in some of the
nonsupportive studies reviewed here.

Por example, Wanderer
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(1969) asked psychologists to sort five pairs of drawings
into five diagnostic groups.

Only one pair of drawings

could be placed in each category, so when a judge classified one set incorrectly, he or ahe was automatically wrong

in another category.

This procedure resulted in 40 percent

error for one mistake rather than 20 percent if judges had
been able to clas.ify different pairs of drawings in the
same category.

Studies by Schaeffer (1964) and Watson

(1967al also forced psychologists to evaluate an equal
number of drawings into three or four categories, inflating
the error invclved.
Many of the nonsupportive studies did not control for
intelligence of subject. from which drawings were obtained
(~dler,

19701 Diffenbach, 1978, Fisher' Fisher, 1950: Pihl

, Nimrod, 19761 Schaeffer, 1964,

Watson, 1967bl.

Failure

to control for intelligence may represent an important
source of error, because HFDs have been shown to reflect

intellectual maturity or 10 (Goodenough, 1926: Harris,
19631.

Developmental or cognitive factors reflected in

drawings may have differed for the various classification
groups and may have confounded the results of thesa
studies.
The majority of the nonsupportive studies have limited
generalizability to the use of the

D~P

for diagnostic

classification with children'. drawings.

With the excep-

tion of studies of Koppitz'. emotional indicators and
studies by Springer (1941) and Stolz and Coltherp (19611,
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the nonsupportlve resoarch used drawings by adults, usually

Veterans Administration (VA) patients.

While the selection

of subjects from VA hospitals probably provided easy access
to drawings and other records, It has resulted In a lack of
studies concerning the validity of children's drawings in
diagnosis.
In addition, the nonsupportive studies as a general
rule did not adequately define the diagnostic categories.
Instructions given to judges on how to sort the drawings
were often vague.

Por instance, Sherman (1958) asked ten

psychologists to discriminate between drawings made by
.patients· and ·nonpatients,· leeving each psychologist to
determine what was meant by ·patient- and -nonpatient-

status.

Other studies asked judges to sort drawings into

diagnostic categories such as neurosis and schizophrenia

without giving any further description (Rieanikoff ,
Nichols, 1950, Royal, 1949, Schaeffer, 1964/ Wanderer,
1967, Watson, 1967b).
Supportive~.

In contrast to the body of

findings suggesting that the DAP is invalid for discriminating between diagnostic categories, other similarly
designed studies reported the opposite results.

Hollberg

and Wechsler (1950) reported statistical data which significantly differentiated drawings of normal and schilophrenic subjects.

Albee and Hamlin (1950) developed a

cri .. erion scale of drawings representing, according to the
judgment of a number of psychologists, a continuum of
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adjustment for individuals making the drawings.

They then

asked psychologists to rate drawings from schizophrenics,

neurotics, and normals on level of adjustment using the
criterion scale.

This method proved effective in differ-

entiating the normal group from the two groups of psychiatric patients, although it did not differentiate between
the neurotic and schizophrenic groups.
Hiler and Nesvig (1965) determined that six criteria
of drawings, -bizarre,· -distorted,·

·inco~lete,·

-trans-

parent,· -happy expression,· and -notbing pathological-

were valid in differentiating between normal and psychiatric adolescents.

Murray and Deabler (1958) de-anstrated

that diagnostic judgments were eccurate at a level greater
than chance when clinicians were given ongoing corrective
feedback.

Burton and Sjoberg (1964) and Kay (1978) also

presented data supporting the validity of figure drawing.
for discriminating between schizophrenics and normals.
In other studies showing positive results, Koppitz
(1966a) found that four emotional indicators "grotesque
figure,· -no mouth,· -no body,· and -no arma- seemed to

occur exclusively in drawings of clinic patients, which she
felt might enhance their clinical valid it y.

Vane a nd Sisen

(1962) found that these same items were able to predict the
emotional adjustment of kindergarten children.
In further research, Koppitz (l966b, 1966c) claimed
that carta in emotional indicators were of valua for predicting school achieve.ant among children at the kinder-
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garten leve l and in the first two grades, and also that
emotional indicators wer e found more ofte n in the KFDs of

aggressive children than in the "PDs of shy children.
However, a study by Lingren (1971) found no significant
differences between drawings of shy and aggressive children.

These inconsistent results may have been due to

sampling differences: Koppitz used a sample of children in
a mental health clinic, whereas Lingren'. sample was drawn

fro. a sample of non-clinic children.
Other studies showing positive reaults with Koppitz'a
emotional indicators were conducted by Goldman and Warren
(1976) and Goldman and Velasco (1980), who developed a
scale showing that body-part omissions are the most predictive ite.. of emotional high risk in kindergarten children.

Contrary to Koppitz's contentions of specific body-

part omissions, Goldman and Velasco's results suggested

that an interchangeable nwaber of omissions predict
emotional risk, rather than specific ite...
Hall and Ladriere (1970) compared the relative
screening potential of HPD scales for children's drawings
and found that the Koppit. emotional indicators significantly discriminated between problem and nonproblem children.

Problem children were those diagnosed as emotionally

disturbed (ED) and brain damaged or perceptually handicapped (BD).

The scales did not discriminate between ED

and BD children, which may have been due to difficulties in
defining and discriminating between the diagnostic cate-
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gories of ED and BO (Hall' Ladriere, 1970).
The supportive studies reviewed have some of the same
problems as the nonsupportive research.

Intelliqence was

again not controlled for in certain studies (Albee' Hamlin, 1950: Burton' Sjoberg, 1964, Hollberg , Wechsler,
1950, and Murray, Deabler, 1958).

Interestingly, Burton

and Sjoberg (1964) compared their control group and a
schizophrenic group on home ownership, number of offspring,
number of cars owned, education, marital status, Ag8,

religion, height, and even shoe aile and dress sile, but
they did not attempt to determine if 10 differences existed
between the two groups.

Also, with the exception of stu-

dies of ~oppit.'s scoring system, the supportive research
was conducted using adult'. drawing ••
~

Involving Experienced ~

!!l!!

Judges

Other tests of OAP validity are often compa~i.ons of
diagnostic success of experienced judges vs. naive judges
(those having no experience with OAPs) in interpreting
drawings (Palk, 1980).

Schaeffer (1964) asked psychol-

ogists and nonpsycholog ists to discriminate between normal,
neurotic, nnd psychotic subjects.

Despite wide differences

in clinical training, the judges did not differ in their
ability to correctly identify the OAPs, none of the judges'
total correct identification exceeded chance.

Other

studies have also shown that diagnostic accuracy does not
vary significantly with expertise (Albee' Hamlin, 1949,
Cressen, 1975, Pisher , Pisher, 1950, Hiler, Nesvig, 1965,
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Jue, 1976: Schmidt' McGowan, 1959: Wande r e r, 1969; Watson,

1967a).
In a study by Hiler and Nesvig (1965), the elimination
of invalid criteria led to sharpening of clinical jUdgment
and more accuracy in the Qvaluation of figure drawings.
Stricker (1967) made Hiler and Nesvig's (1965) findings
concerning valid criteria available to Clinical students
and experienced clinicians for purposes of judging drawings
made by psychiatric patients and normals.

The students,

accurate in 13 percent of their judgments, were auperior to
the clinicians.
Arkell (1976a) found no significant differences among
five categories of judges--elementary school administrators, eleMentary .chool secretarie., elementary .chool

teachers, seventh grade student., and trained personnel in

figure drawing interpretation--in inferring emotional maladjustment in HFOa.

However, the groups ranged in accuracy

of judgments from 19 percent to 83 percent, suggesting that
HFOa may aid in the identification of emotional maladjustment in children ranging in age from seven to nine.
Overall, no stUdies have concluded that experienced
judges show diagnostic superiority over naive or inexperienced judges.

Various explanations have been sUggested to

account for theBe reaults.

Arkell (1976b) hypothesized

that adults untrainod in HFO interpretation may have knowledge of how drawing. made by children at different ages
should look.

He asked adults to make drawinqs which would
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be representative of drawings made by children from fi ve to
ten years old, and significant correlations were found
between these drawing-estimates and scores using Harris

(19631 and Koppitz (19681 scoring systems.

However , in a

similar study which involved asking adults to simulate the
drawings of children ages three to five, Leichtma .. (1979)
fo und that untrained adults could not accurately simulcte
"FDa.

These studies suggest that adults may be better able

to estiute older children'. drawing. tha.n those of younger
children, which may be due to the older children'.
increased motor development.

Further research is needed to

determine if possible knowledge of hov children's drawing.
should look influences adults' interpretstions of drawing ••
A. another explanation for the difficulties in inter-

preting HFOa, Chapman and Chapman (19671 have suggested
that interpretation is impaired by systematic errors on the
part of judges.

Nben judges observed human figure drawing.

paired with atatements of the symptoms of the alleged
patients who made the drawings, they tended to agree with
one another by reporting that they observed in the drawings
the

8am~

-illusory correlates· of the

sympto~

statement.

Theae -illusory correlates- are erroneously reported
correlates which correspond to associative connections

between symptoms and drawing characteristics, which
according to Chapman and Chapman (1967), illustrate the
relative ease with which one can interpret relationship.
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which do not e xist.
~

Influence 2! Artistic

~

2! Drawin9S

Many researchers attempt to explain the contradictory
DAP validity studies and the apparent ineffectiveness of
training in DAP interpretation by claiming that judges are
influenced by the artistic quality of the drawings.

Por

example, according to Schaeffer (1964), 'the factors
responsible for this interjudge consistency need further
investigation, but it is the author's subjective impression
that this consistency may be related to artistic quality of
the drawings' (p. 383).

In his conclusion of a literature

review on the DAP, Roback (1968) also expressed this viewpoint--'the 'clinical' Cues which the psychologist believes
are influencing his interpretations may actually be a
reflection of the artistic qua .. ty of the drawing' (p. 11).
Similarly, Peldman and Hunt (1958) noted that
a considerable portion of the variance in figure
drawing interpretation may be attributed to
s tructural aspects of the drawings as distinct from
symbolic aspects presumed to reflect personality
traits or dimensions • • • Clinicians are evidently
influenced by the 'artistic' dimension, both in
their overall evaluations of the dra"ing and "ith
regard to specific areas of the drawing upon which
they base judgment (p. 219).
These statements challenge assumptions made by Good-
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e nough (1926 ) , Ha rr is (196)), Koppi t. (1968), and Mac hove r
(1949) tha t d i ff e r e nces in drawing abil i ty among t hose
t es t ed would not interf e re wi t h successful inte rpre tation
of draw i ngs.

Goodenough (1926) searched unsucces s fully for

children -whose drawings appear e d to possess artistic

merit •• • comparable to the musical genius occasionally
shown by Children· (p. 5)).

Subsequently, she concluded

that artistic ability was not a potent factor i n producing
high scores.
Aa evidence that the GH method of scoring drawings is

independent of artistic quality of drawings, Harris (196))
cited a study by Phatak in which artistic drawings received
more points on clothing and action items a nd nonartistlc
drawings e xceeded on the proper location of body parts,
whiCh d i d not s i gnificantly influence total scores .

In

this study, artist i c quality WaS defined as the characteristics of ·pleasing, appealing, and interes ting.-

Kopplt& (1968) found that HFOs were not markedly
Influenced by a child's performance ability (measured by
performance scales on i ntelligence tests), which she

assumed was necessa ry for artistic ab i lity.

Her assumpt i on

Is ques tionable becaus e the performance ocales on i ntelligence tests in the study d i d not r equire the childre n to
draw .

As a conseque nce, the s tudy cannot be interpreted

evidence that artiatic qual i ty does not Influence interpretat i on of children's drawings.
None of the major researchars In the development of

a.

]0

HFO t echniques have specif ically addressed the ques tion of
whethe r artistic quality of drawings influences the interpretation of HFOs.

Only a few researchers (Sher~n, 1958:

Whitmyre, 195]) have conducted studies which attempt to
answer this question.

Whitmyre (195]) found that the

overall artistic value of drawings was highly related to
clinical ratings of adjustment.

He found ratings of per-

sonal adjustment from drawings correlated . 88 and .86 with
independent ratings of artistic quality for the same drawings.

Whitmyre (195]) concluded
as judged by the 'average' clinical psychologist
today, human figure drawings executed by persons
of average or above-average intelligence seem to

indicate art achievement but do not seem to
indicate any consistent relationship to level of
personal adjustment (p. 424).
Similarly, Sherman (1958) found that psychologists'
evaluations of drawings by psychiatric patients and normal
adults for adjustment were significantly related to
artists' evaluations of the same drawings for artistic

ability.

The art or the adjustment ratings in both of

these studies (Sherman, 1958; WhitMyre, 195]) did not con sistently show significant relationship to the dichotomy of
psychiatric vs. nonpsychiatric status.

However, it must be

noted that one group of judges rated adjustment status
while another group of judges rated artistic quality, and
co.pari~ons ware made between the two.

There may have been
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differences between the groups of judges in their ability
to deal with HPOs; therefore. the results of these studies
must be interpreted with caution.
Additional studies lend empirical support to the
position that artistic quality of drawings influences
judges' evaluations and represents an important source of
error. According to Strumpfer and Nichols (1962). an
Artistic Quality Scale was developed by Wagner and Shubert
(1955) in order to quantify global judgments about artistic
quality of DAPs by late adolescents and young adults.
Wagner and Shubert'. scale was made up of four series of

seven illustrative drawings each--front and profile aeries
for both male and female figures.

Verbal descriptions were

added in order to aid in rating drawings from the aeries.
along with inltructions on rating unusual drawings.
Strumpfer and Nichols (1962) found that the A.tistic
Quality Scale and measures of adjustment. sexual differentiation. maturity. aggression. and body image disturbance
did not discriminate between the drawings of nor~l. neurotic. and schizophrenic adults. Strumpfer and Nichols also
found significantly high correlations between the Artistic
Quality Scale and the other drawing scales. leading them to
conclude that psychOlogists' judgment of personality factors are influenced by artistic merit of drawings.

How-

ever. the results of Strumpfer and Nicholl's study have
questionable impact. because the validity of the Artistic
Quality Scale was not mentioned.
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Feldman and Hunt (1958) found considerable overlap
betwee n those parts of figure drawings rated as most difficult to draw by artists and those areas of drawings most
frequently selected by clinicians as revealing emotional
disturbance.

These results led Feldman and Hunt to con-

clude that 'a proficiency in drawing' dimension strongly
influences clinical evaluation of HFOs, because there was
not an adequate reason for believing that maladjustment
would lead to irregularities in just those body parts which
are most difficult to draw.
Lewinsohn (1965) conducted a study of overall quality
of HFOs, which was defined as 'the quality of the whole
drawing ss a drawing, that is, its goodness or artistic
quality' (p. 504).

This overall quality was found to be

unrelated to specific aspects of psychopathology, improvement in clinical condition, and a wide variety of personality trait ratings, leading Lewinsohn to conclude that 'a
lack of relationship between overall quality and symptomat ic manifestations of emotional disorder' was suggested
(p. 310).
TWo

factor analyses of HPOs (Adler, 1970; Nichols.

Strumpfer, 1962) yielded a single factor accounting for
most of the common variance among drawing scores.

This

major factor was interpreted as overall quality or artistic
quality in a technical rather than aesthetic sense.
According to Nichols and Strumpfer (1972), the major factor
·.eems mainly to reflect the technical skill of the subject
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in ex ecuting a drawing and has little to do with aes thetic
appeal.
160).

Picasso would score very low on (this) factor. (p.
Purthermore, Nichols and Strumpfer found that the

overall quality fdctor was unrelated to adjustment of VA
patients, and concluded that overall quality of drawings
has little relationship to psychological adjust.ent.

Two other studies lend empirical support to the
position that artistic quality of drawings influences
jUdges' evaluations of OAFs.

Cressen (1975) reported that

trained and naive judges erroneously tended to see drawings
of low art quality as being drawn by schizophrenic patients
and drawings of high overall quality as being drawn by
nonpatients.

McIntosh (1981) asked psychologists to sort

drawings into categories of adjusted and maladjusted, and
asked artists to sort the same drawings into categories of
more artistic and less artistic.

It was found that both

groups of judges essentially used the same basic set of
criteria in making their decisions .
Rowever, studies by Lewinsohn (1965) and Maloney and
Glasser (1982) questioned the lack of relationship between
artistic quality and adjustment.

Lewinsohn found low but

statistically significant relationships between overall
quality and three ratings of adjustment Iratings of
patients' adjustment made by relatives, ratings by nurses,
and ratings of cooperativeness while taking psychological
tests).

Maloney and Glasser found that ratings of overall

quality discriminated bet_en the drawings of psychiatric

and normal adults.
Thus, It appears from the research that Ca) artlstlc
or t echnical quallty of drawings may not be re lat ed to
level of adjustment, and Cb) when judglng drawings for
adjustment, psychologists may be influenced by the artistic
quality of the drawings, which may partially explain the
contrad i ctory research on OAP validity.

The artistic

quality may be a source of error in psychologists' judgments of drawings, and controlling for it may be necessary
for more valid use of the CAP.
However, the research is lacking in several important
areas .

With the exception of one study CMclntosh, 1981),

all of the research related to the question of whether
artistic quality influences HPO interpretation has been
done using drawings f rom adults.

Also, the me thodology of

the studies does not account for il.dividual differences
between judges , since different judges were used for
ratings of artistic quality and ratings of adjustment.
Evaluation 2!

!h!

Literature

Ove r all, the body of resoarch presented here can be
criticized in several areas.

These criticisms i nclude the

use of adults' drawings instead of children's drawings, the
lack of adequate definitions of categor i es, and other
methodological problema.
A major problem is that few of the studl es used children to produce drawings, which is inconsistent with previous reaearch on CAP techniques.

Goodenough, Harria, and
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Koppit. all focus ed on children in their OAP rescarch, and
although Machover's OAP test was largely based on her
expe rience with adolescent and adult patients, she extended
her findings to children (19~3).

Since all of these major

figures in the development of HPOs as a diagnostic tool
dealt with children. it does not follow logically that moat
of the subsequent research was done with adults' drawings.
According to Palk (1981),
clinically there are numerous possible
explanations for using diagnostic drawing
techniques primarily with children.

One. in

everyday life, children have a greater tendency
to coaaunicate by giving "clues" about things
they feel and think.

Two, drawing is

generally considered something children do; many
adults feel foolish when given a drawing task. •
Three, young children are more likely to become
absorbed in doing the drawing. whereas adults may
concentrate more on the interpretative aspect of

the task (i.e •• what the psychologist is going to
read into it).

In other words, an adult's

psychological defense structure is much more
developed and resistant to prOjection in a drawing
task (p. 468).
The primary emphasis on research with adults' drawings
has resulted in a limited amount of accumulated knowledge
regarding the usefUlness of Children's drawing..

Aa stated
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by Gitte lman-Klein (1978),
it is reasonable to assume that disturbed

childre n differ from adults and adolescents in
important respects that preclude the assumption
that various age groups represent a homogeneous

psychopathological population.

It therefore

seems unjustified to generalize to children from
studies performed with adults (p. 141).
Another significant problem in the studies cited i n
this review is the lack of adequate definition of diagnostic categories.

It i. not clear that inconsistent

findings in diagnostic sorting ta.ks are due to nAP invalidity: they may partially result from differential interpretation of the labeled categories into wbich psychologists are asked to sort drawings.

Very few studies bave

operationally define d the categories used in the research.
As a typical example of this problem,

Whit~yre

(1953)

stated "each psychologist used his own concept of what
constitutes 'adjustme nt' a s it i. commonly used by clinicians· ( p. 422).

Thus, a lmost al l of the research reviewed

here was based on the ass umpt i on t hat psycholoqists agree
upon or have a common unde r stan d i ng of the various labels
or categories.
However, research shows that this assumption of common

understanding of categories is faulty.

As Hobbs (1975)

noted, there is little agreement as to what constitutes
emotional disturbance: despite the prevalence of children
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labe led emotionally disturbe d, it is exceedingly di ffi cult
to agree on a definition for the
range of meanings

gi~to

ter~.

Hobbs described the

emotional disturbance:

emotional disturbance is a generic term r e ferring
to conitions ranging
reactions to

p~f~nd

fro~

mild and t-'Mporary

and prolonged disabilities.

There are numerous related terms:

adjustment

problems of childhood, behavior disorders, mental
illness, neurosis, childhood schizophrenia, and
infantile autism (1975, p. 55).
Categories such 48 neurosis and schizophrenia are also

difficult to define.

Palk (1981) stated:

Psychologists' idea. of what constitutes
schizophrenia and other 'mental disorders' vary
considerably.

Pew psychologists would

disagree that the diagnosis of schizophrenia is
not as clear-cut as the diagnosis of

~asles.

However, there Is the unquestioned assumption

that diagnoses such as schizophrenia can be used
in the same matter-of-fact way that diagnoses of
measles is usod (p. 468).
Other methodological problems wero evident in the
studies reviewed.

10 was not controlled for, forced

sorting procedur es led to increased error in accuracy of

judgments, and individual d if ferences betveen judges were
often not accounted for.

J8

Su ...... ry
The OAP research in this literature re v iew was char-

acte rized by inconsistent and contradictory findings .
While many studies concluded that the CAP is invalid for
discriminating between diagnostic categor ies , various other
studies reported just the opposite results .

It alao

appears from the research that experienr e d judges are no
more successful in interpreting CAPs than naive or
inexperienced judges.
Methodological problems (e.g ., failure to control for
factors such as 10 and individual differences between
judges, and failure to adequately define categories) probably contributed to the inconsistent research findings and
lack of comparability across studies.

Another explanation

for the d ifficulties in CAP research often c i ted is that
artistic quality of drawings may interfere with successful
judgment of adjustment from the drawings.

It has been

demonstrated in several studies that artistic quality
appears to be unrelated to adjustment.

There fore, if psy-

chologists' ratings of adjustment are highly related to
ratings of artistic quality, then the validity of judgme nts
made from drawings is questionable without control for
artistic quality.
However, the question of the influence of artistic
quality has not been adequately researched.

The studies

reviewed have used adults' drawings, which limits g8neralilability to children'S drawings.

They have also not

Bssessed how psychologists view artistic quality of drawings, because other nonpsychologist judges have been used
for the artistic quality ratings.

Ratings of artistic

quality by artists or other judges are not directly
comparable to psychologists' =atings of adjustment because
individual differences may influence the comparisons
between the two types of ratings.

Thus, there is a need

for further, more methodologically sound research which
seeks to deter.ine if a relationship eKist. between psychologistd' judgments of artistic quality and judgments of
emotional adjust .. nt.

CHAPTEH III
Methodology

Sub1ect.
Ten children vere randomly selected from a pool of 30
children diagnosed

a.

emotionally disturbed (ED) in Col-

orado, North Carolina, and Kentucky.

These children were

diagnosed as ED by their school systems or in a clinical
setting and were currently placed in ED classes.

The

children were all male and ranged in age from seven yearsten months to ten years-eleven months, with a mean age of
nine years-seven montha.

They were of -average- intel-

ligence with a mean 10 of 101.5 from qroup and/or individual intelligence tests.

Average is defined as scoring

within one standard deviation of the mean on a standardized
intelligence test.
Ten other children, also males, were randomly selected

from a pool of 30 children who had not been identified
having emotional problems.

4S

The non-ED children ranged in

age feom eight years-one month to ten years-ten months,

with a mean age of nine years-eight months.

They were also

in the average range of intelligence, with a mean 10 of
101.0.
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Judqes
Twelve psychologists were r a ndomly selected to rate
the human figur e drawings in thi s study.

These judges wero

certified/licensed clinical or school psychologists (at
both the master's and doctoral leve l I in Kentucky.

The

psychologi s ts had at least two years of experience in regular use of childre n's human figure drawings as a projective technique.

An equal number of male (n-6) and

female (n-6) psychologists was randomly selected from a
pool of 40 psychologi s t ••
Procedures

Each child was given an

B~

x 11 inch .heet of unlined

white paper and a number two pencil.
given to "d.r aw

il

Instructions were

picture of a whole person."

IlOIIediately

a f terwards, each child was given another piece of paper and
instructed to draw another picture of a whole person.
procedure resulted in the collection of 40 drawings.

This
After

the dra wings were obtained, any identifying material, with
the exception of the child's 4ge, was removed.

One drawing from each of the 20 pairs of HFOs was
prese nted to each judge, counterbalancing for the order in
which the children produced the drawings.

Three male and

three female judges wer e asked to rate the drawings for
artistic qualitYI the other three male and the other three
female judges were asked to rate the drawings for level of
eaotional adjustment.

A rating sheet was attached to each

drawing for both artistic quality and emotional adjustment
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ratings (Sec Appendixes E and Pl.

The j~dges were also

informed that the drawings were made by male children in
the average range of intelligencea

ThoSQ j~dges rating artistic q~ality were asked to
indicate if the individ~al drawings were of high, medi~m,
or low artistic q~ality.

Artistic ~ality was defined as

the goodness or the technical accuracy of the drawing
(i.e., how well it represents a person), rather than its
aeathetic appeal.

These j~dges were then asked to further

differientiate among the artistic q~ality of each drawing
by rating the drawing on a 7 point scale .

Ratings of land

2 correaponded to low artistic quality, ratings 3, 4, and 5
corresponded to Nedium quality, and ratings 6 and 7 to high
q~ality.

The j~dges Were also instructed to list or describe
the _ethods or criteria they ~sed in deter_ining each categorization (e.g., global iapresSions, content, details, or
other elements in the drawing).

They were asked to be a.

specific as possible in listing or describing the criteria
from each drawing which res~lted in its classification in a
category.

partic~lar

Those j~dges rating the first drawing of each pair for
level of emotional adjustment were asked to ~se the defi-

dist~rbance from Public Law 94-142 aa a
j~dges were asked to indicate if the drawing baat reflected emotional adj~atmant or aaladjustaent
nition of emotional

g~ideline.

The

(emotional disturbance).

Then, each j~dge was asked to
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li s t, for each drawing, the criteria or methods used in
de t e rmining the emotional adjustment ratings (e.g., a
scoring system, content, detail or other elements in the
dra wing I global impressions; or a unique system of interpre ting drawings).
Pinally, the rating procedure was repeated with the
remaining drawing from each pair of HPOs.

The counter-

balancing procedure for order of student drawing remained
in effect.

Those judges who rated the first drawing of

each pair for artistic quality rated the second drawing for
level of adjustment I those judges who rated the first
drawing of each pair for level of adjustment rated the
second drawing for artiatic quality.
The inatructions for making both types of ratings
emphasized rating the drawings individually.

The psychol-

ogists were instructed to rate each drawing and list the
criteria used without referring to the other drawings.
They were asked not to make comparisons between the drawings.

The complete instruction sheets for both artistic

quality and emotional adjustment ratings are presented in
Appendixes Band C.
The paychologists participating in this study were
also asked to complete an information form in order to
determine (a) their training in the projective use of
children's HPOs, (b) how they use children's HPOs projectively in their assessments, and (c) what emphasis they
place on children's HPOs in determination of level of emo-

tional adjustment.
Appendix D.

This information form i. presented in

One month after originally rating the drawings, the
psychologists were asked to re-rate a random sample (n-201
of the drawings for emotional adjustment and artistic
quality.

This procedure was employed In order to determine

the intra rater reliability or degree of stability of the
ratings over time.

Analyaes
The analyses addressed six questions I
1. Old the level of artistic quality reflected in

human figure drawings influence psycholOgists' judgaents of
the drawings with regard to emotional adjustment?

In other

words, what was the degree of relationship between psycholOgists' ratings of artistic quality and ratings of emotional disturbance from children's hUman figure drawings?
2. Were the criteria the judges used to categorize the
children'. drawings according to artistic quality and level
of adjustment similar?
3. Were children previously diagnose d as maladjusted
or emotionally disturbed presently judged to be maladjusted
on the basis of their human figure drawings alone?
4. What was the relationship between the ratings of
artistic quality of hUman figure drawings and actual level
of adjustaent, i.e., ED va. non-ED?
5. How closely did the judges agree In their ratings
of artistic quality and adjustment?

.S
6. How stable wer e e~ch judges' r ati ng s of artistic

quality and adjustme nt over time?
To address the first question o n the relationship
between ratings of artistic quality and emotional adjustment, a point biserial correlation coefficient between the
two ratings for all subjects was

c~uted

for each judge.

The average correlation coefficient (McNemar, 1969) among
the judges was calculated.
Question 2 regarding the criteria used for ratings was
addressed descriptlvely.

These descriptive data are eval-

uated in the Results Section.
The third question regarding the validity of the
ratings of emotional adjustment required calculation of the
percent agreement between ratings of adjustment and actual
adjustment across subjects for each judge.

The average

percent agreement across judges was computed.

(Hendricks,

Balzer, and Sheehy (1980) reco~nded the use of percent
agreeme nt when estimating the r elia bility of nominal data.)
Question ., concerning the relationship between
ratings of artistic quality and actual level of adjust.ent,
required the calculation of 4 Pearson product moment cor-

relation coefficient for each judge between artistic quality ratings and actual adjustment.

An average correlation

coefficient was also computed.
Question S on the inter rater reliability or degree of
consistency among judge.' ratings was addressed by the
computation of intraclass correlations (Winer, 1971).

IntraclasB corre lation coe fficient s were compute d for both

the artistic quality ratings a nd emot ional adjus tmen t
ratings .
Question 6. concerning the i ntrarater reliability or
the degree of consistency between each judge'. ratings.
required that e ach judge re-rate a random sample (n-10) of
the drawings originally rated for artistic quality and a
random sample (n-10) of the drawings originally rated for
emotional adjustment.

A Pearson product moment correlation

was computed for the artistic quality variable. and the
percent agreement was determined for the adjustment variable.

Both of theso analyses were averaged acro.s judges.

CHAPTER IV
Results

This chapter presents the results of the analyses of
(a) the relationship between artistic quality and emotional
adjustment ratings, (b) the methods/criteria used in both
ratings,

(c)

the level of identification of actual adjust-

ment status from each set of ratings, (d) the inter- and
intrarater reliability, and (e) information on the projective use of BFOa obtained from the judges.

These

results indicate whether the three hypotheses were supported or rejected.

First, it was hypothesized that there

will be a significant positive relationship between psychologists' judgDents of artistic quality and judgments of
emotional adjustment.

The second hypothesis was that the

criteria or methods used for ratings of artistic quality
will be similar to those

~sed

for ratings of adjustment.

Third, it waa hypothesized that ratings of artistic quality
and emotional adjustment will have a low level of identification of actual level of adjustaent.
The Relationship

~ ~ Two ~

2! Ratings

The point biserial correlation coefficients for the
relationship between the artistic quality ratings and the
emotional adjustment ratings ranged from -.22 to +.711 the
average correlation coefficient across the twelve judges
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was +.37.

This correlation coefficient or .37 is not sig-

nificant at the . 05 level.

Therefore, the hypothes is of a

significant positive relationship betveen the tvo types of
ratings vas not supported.

Each psychologist's correlation

betveen the two ratings is presented in Appendix c.
Methods/Criteria

~

for Ratings

The methods or criteria useJ by the psychologists in
making artistic quality and a.otional adjustment ratings
vere often of the same type or category, lending support to
the second hypothesis that the criteria would be similar.
A cumulative frequency analYSis of the methods/criteria
used by the judges in classifying the 40 drawings indicated
that 68 percent of the criteria categories mentioned in
making emotional adjustment ratings vere also mentioned in
making artistic quality ratings.

Similarly, 69 percent of

the criteria categories listed in rating

dra~ing_

for

artistic quality vere also mentioned in rating_ for emotional adjustment.

In other vurds, only 32 percent of the

total emotional adjustment criteria categories vere unique
to emotional adjustment ratings. and only 31 percent of the
total artistic quality criteria categories vere unique to
artistic quality ratings.
The five most frequently listed criteria for emotional
adjustment ratings, in decreasing order of freque ncy, vere
global

i~re8.ion.,

detail, size, placement, and content.

For artistic quality ratings, the five most frequently
mentioned criteria, in decreasing order of frequency, vere
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de tail, proportion, global ImpreSSions, form, and line
quality.

Two of the criteria, detail and global Impres-

sions, accounted for 23 percent of the total number of
criteria (rather than categories) used for e=otlonal
adjustment ratings and 29 percent of the total crlt.erla
used for artistic quality ratings.
The majority of the crltera common to both ratings
could be classified Into three types,

(a) vague general

criteria (e.g., content, form, Immaturity, quality, general
mood), (b) criteria related to the execution of the dravIngs (e.g., proportion, size, placement, line quality,
shading); and (c) criteria concerning specific content or
body parts (e.g., arms, head, handa, trunk).

Other cri-

teria vere listed only by 8ingle judges (e.g., primitive,
partial profile), but vere listed In making both types of
ratings.

Appendix H presents a cumulative freque"cy anal-

ysis of the criteria which vere common to both artistic
quality and emotional adjustment ratings.
The most frequently listed criteria unique to emotional adjustment ratings were d is tortion and midline
emphasis.

The majority of the other criteria unique to

emot ional adjustment ratings vere mentioned only once or
twice In the tvelve psychologists' ratings of 20 dravings.
These criteria were generally related to specific content
In the drawing (e.g., opposite sex draving, eyes, violent
scene).

The most frequently listed criteria unique to

artistic quality ratl'ngs vere structure, badc features,

so
and composition4

Like the emotional adjustment criteria,

the majority of the other criteria unqiue to artistic
quality ratings were listed only once or twice in the total
ratings.

These criteria could be classified in general as

related to the execution of the drawings (e_g_, sureness of

stroke. texturing. balance. sketching).

A cumulative fre-

quency analysis of the criteria unique to arti8tic quality
and emotional adjustment ratings is presented in Appendix I.
Only four of the twelve judges indicated a specific
scoring system u8ed for either of the rating8.

One judge

used the Koppit. (1966a) scoring system for the emotional
adjustment ratings.

The Goodenough - Harris (1963) scoring

system was used by three jUdges--two used it

a8

one of the

criteria for emotional adjustment ratings. while one judge
u8ed it as one of the criteria for artistic quality
ratings.
Although they were not instructed to do so. five of
the judges made diagnoses on the basis of the drawings.
Examples of these diagnoses include schizoid personality.
poor self concept, sexual disturbance, psychosis, quilt,

psychosomatic tendencies. and learning disabilities.

Pour

of these judges made these diagnoses only occasionally in
the emotional adjustment ratings, the other judge consistently made diagnoses on each drawing of the eMOtional
adjustment section.
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~ Relationship ~ Ratings ~ Actual Adjustment

The point-biserial correlation coefficients for the
relationship between artistic quality ratings and actual
emotional adjustment status of the children making the
drawings ranged from -.06 to +.22; the average across the

twelve judges was +.09.

The average correlation coef-

ficient of .09 is not significant at the .05 level.

8&ch

judge's correlation coefficient for this relationship is
listed in Appendix J.
The average percent agreement between the emotional
a~justment ratings and actual adjustment was 57.92 percent,

which is not significantly greater than chance.

The

individual judges' percent agreement between the emotional
adjustment ratings and actual adjustment ranged from 35
percent to 65 percent.
listed in Appendix~.

8&ch judge'S percent agreement is
These results support the third

hypothesis that ratings of artistic quality and emotional
adjustment would have a low level of identification of
actual level of adjustment.
Interrater Reliability
As determined by an intraclass correlation, the
inter rater reliability for the artistic quality ratings was
.86.

Intraclass correlation procedures also indicated that

the inter rater reliability for the emotional adjustment
ratings was .75.

These results indicate that the twelve

judges substantially agreed with each other on both type.
of ratings.

Additional indicators of inter rater agreeaent
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include (a' on 18 of the 20 drawings, the twelve judges
agre ed on the emotional a djustment ratings 75 percent or
higher, and (bl on 14 of the 20 drawings, the standard
deviation of the artistic quality ratings was less than 1
on a 7 point scale.

However, it should be noted that this

high degree of consistency was not indicative of the children's actual adjustment status.
Intrarater Reliability
The average correlation coefficient for the intrarater
reliability of the artistic quality ratings was .90.

The

the individual judges' correlations of the artistic quality
ratings ranged from .62 to .98.

Appendix L presents each

judge's correlation between the artistic quality ratings.
The average percent agreement for the intrarater
reliability of the emotional adjustment ratings was 87.78
percent.

The individual judges' percent agreement fo r the

emot i onal adjustment ratings over time ranged from 70
percent to 100 percent.

Each judge's percent agreement is

presented in Appendix M.

These result s indicate that the

ratings of both artistic quality and emotional adjustment
in thie study were relatively stable over time.
Judge Characteristics
The psychologists who rated the drawings were trained
in the projective use ot children's human f i gure drawings
through a variety of methods which included pe rsonality
assessment/projective techniques coursea, workshope, and/or
practicum experiences.

They reported how they generally
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use children's HFOs projective ly in their assessments .
The sQ types of project I ve uses Included (a) to estabUsh
rapport, (b) as a screening device to Identify or rule out
emotional disturbance, (c) to form hypotheses and gain
supportive information, and/ or (d) to get a "notion" for
the child's attitudes and outlooks .
The average length of use of children's HPOs

AS

a

projeotive technique vas 7 years, vith a range of 2 to 13
years. The judges reported using children's BPOs projectively in an average of 63 percent of their asses.ments,
vith a range of 10 percent to 100 percent .

(Three judges

reported 10 percent and one r eported 25 percent usage
vhereas the other e ight judges reported 7S percent or
higher.)

Mhen using a 7 point scale to indicate the degree

o f emphasis placed on BPOs in making decisions about emotional adjustaent, the judges averaged 3.8.

On this scale,

1 represented no emphaais and 7 represented great emphasis.
Thus, all of the judges p laced at least some ~pha8is on
BFOs in making deCis i ons abou t emot ional adjustment: the
scores on this scale ranged from 2 to 7.

CHAPTER V
Discussion and Summary

This chapter presents a discussion of the results of
this study, comparing the findings to previous research.
The issue of validity of HPDs as a

~asure

of emotional

adjustment is evaluated, including positions taken by
various researcher..

Pinally, limitations of this study

and sugggestions for future research are presented.

A

summary of the study concludes the chapter.
Interpretation of the results of the various corre-

lations yielded by this study would not be meaningful
without agreement of ratings among judges (interrater
reliability) and consistency of ratings within judges
(intrarater reliability).

The inter- and intra rater reli-

ability for both types of ratings in this study vere relatively high, considering that the psychologists vere
allowed to use the techniques they usually employ, instead
of training in one particular method of interpretation.
The relatively high agreement among the judges may be partially attributed to the types of criteria used by the
majority of the judges.

As

noted in the literature review,

the reliability of projective uses of HPDa is higher wben
global ratings or larger amounts of the drawing (e.g., the
whole figure rather than the face) are used in interpre-

S4
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tation (Swensen, 19681.

The judges in this stUdy most

frequently used global impressions and detail (which seemed
to refer to overall amount of detail rather than specific
detallsl In rating the drawings, which may have contributed
greatly to the high interrater agreement.
Since the judges significantly agreed with each other
in rating the drawings for artistic quality and emotional
adjust.ant, the correlation between the two ratings can be
interpreted more readily.

The nonsignificant results of

the average correlation between artistic quality and emotional adjustment ratings indicate that the two ratings may
be measuring different dimensions of children's human
figure drawings.

The perceived artistic quality of the

drawings in this stUdy evidently did not influence the
psychologists' ratings of emotional adjustment, at least
not to a slgniflcant degree.

This finQ .. ng supports con-

tention. by Goodenough (19261, Harris (196JI, ~oppit.
(19681, and Machover (19491 that interpretations of
drawing. are not Influenced by differences in children's
drawing abUl ty.
However, the finding of no significant relationship
between artiatic quality and emotional adjustment ratings
contradicts the findings of studies by Cressen (19151,
Sherman (19581, and Whitmyre (195JI, who found that artistic quality and emotional adjustment ratings were related.
One po.sible explanation for the discrepancy between the
results of thio study and past reaearch is that Crassen
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(1975', Sherman (1958', a nd Whi tmyre (1953' us ed adults'

dra~ings, ~hile the present s tUdy use d childre n's dra~in9s .

It has been noted that findings from adults' dra~ings
cannot be generalized to children's dra wings (Palk, 19811
Gittelman-Klein, 1978'. Thus, the children's drawings in
this study may have been qualitatively different froc the
adults' drawings in previous studies (e . g., developmental
factors may have played an important role in ratings of
artistic quality).
Another difference between this study and past
research which may partially ekplain the contradictory
results was the choice of raters making the artistic quality ratings .

The research by Cress en (1975', Sherman

(1958), and Whit_yre (195)' used artists to rate drawings

for artistic quality and compared them to psychologists'
ratings of e motional adjustment.

In contrast, this stUdy

used the psychologists the-aelves for the artistic quality
ratinga.

Psychologists may have a different Idea of what

constitutes artistic quality than do the artists: this
difference may contribute to the contrasting result.
between this study and past researc h.
Since thera was not a significant correlation between
the artiatic quality and emotional adjustment ratinga, it
ia difficult to explain the similarities betweon the cr i teria u8ed for the two ratings.

Most of the criteria

categories mentioned in making one type of rating ware also
listed in making the other rating.

This finding supports a
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study by Mcintosh (1981), who found that the
of criteria was used 1n the two ratings.

s~me

basic set

In the present

study, the psychologists often used the same types of criteria for making both artistic quality and emotional
adjustment classifications (see Appendix H).

Therefore, it

would appear that the correlation between the ratings would
be higher than the correlation found in tnis study.
Although they frequently used the same crlteria, the
judges in the present study may have interpreted the criteria differently for the two ratings.

Por example,

·detail,· the criter i on most frequently mentioned in
artistic quality rat ings, may have been given more weight
in artistic quality classifications than in rat ing drawings
for emotional adjustment.

Even though ·detail· was the

second most frequently used criterion in emotional adjustment ratings, it was cited more than twice as often in
artistic quality ratings.

Othe r criteria were als o listed

more often in one type of rating than the other and thus,

appeared to be given more weight.

For instance, ·size - was

listed 33 times in emotional adjustment ratings compared to
7 t imes 1n artistic quality ratings;

·for~·

was mentioned

2S times in artistic quality ratings and only once in emo tional adjustment ratings.
Although two major scoring systems (Koppitz, 1966a:
Machover, 1949) have had considerable impact on the use of
children's HPDa as a projectIve technique, only one rater
cited the use of Koppitl'a scoring syatem, and none .an-
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tioned tho use of Hachover'a interpretations.

Howevor,

seve.al of the judges actually made diagnoses on the baa is
of the d.awings which aeemed to be conaistent with Machove.'s inte.p.etations. e.g •• a la.ge head signifying
intellectualism.

All of the judges .eported some fo.mal

training on the projective use of HPOs through courses
and/or workshops.

The judges' formal training has not

resulted in their adherence to a structured system of
interpretation as a whole; rather. it seems that they use
parts of systems or their own method of interpretation.
Thia finding raises the issue of the need for consistency with a particular theoretical basis of personality
when measuring emotional adjustment through HPOa.

Par

example. the use of Machover's OAP interpretations would be
consistent with adherence to a psychoanalytic theory of
personality. whereas the use of ~oppit.'s scoring 6fstem
would be consistent with support of Sullivan's Interperonal
Relationship Theo.y.

Therefore. it does not appear logical

for psychologists to use parts of Machover's syatem of
interpretation, for insta nce, without adherence to a psy-

choanslytic theory of personality.
A surprising finding from this study was that four of
the twelve judges used the Goodenough-Harris scoring system
for ratings of emotional adjustment.

This finding clearly

repreaents an inappropriate use of the Goodenough-Harris
scoring system. because it was intended to be an objective
measure of intellectual maturity (Harris, 19631 rather than

a projective t ochnlque.

If the Goodenoug h-Har r is system

were use d In e ither of the two ratings, the more logical
use would seem to be for artistic quality ratings (one
rater did, in fact, use the Goodenough-Harris system for
artistic quality ratings).

The Goodenough-Harris system

might be more appropriate for artistic quality classifications than emotional adjustment ratings because It
involves the scoring of details which represent the likeness of

A

person.

However, it does not meaaure the dimen-

sion of artistic quality singularly (e.g., drawings from
children in the same general range of Intelligence received
varying ratings of artistic quality in this study).
Another surprising finding, which resulted from aaking
the psychologists to list methods/criteria used, was that
diagnoses were occasionally made on the basis of the drawings.

Although two of the judges specifically mentioned

that drawings should not ba used in iSOlation to diagnose
emotional disturbance, they proceeded to make detailed
diagnoses such as obsossive/compulsive tendencies, psychosomatic tendencies, and problems with ae~u a l identity On
the baais of the drawings they were asked to rate i n this
study.

These two judges (and the three others who made

diagnoses) may have responded in this manner because they
miSinterpreted the instructions and thought that they ~~re
expected to make diagnoses, or they may usually interpret
drawings in this way in their practice.
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The ill!!..! 2!. Validity
As was hypothesized, neither the artistic quality
ratings nor the emotional adjustment ratings were signi f icantly related to the actual emotional adjustment of the
children making the drawings.

The find i ng that artistic

quality doe. not discriminate between adjusted and maladjusted individuals confirms studies by Lewinsohn (19.5),
NiChols and Strumpfer (1962), and Strumpfer and Nichols
(1962), who found that ratings of artistic quality were

unrelated to .aasurea of adjustment and emotional disorder.
Similarly, the results shOwing that ratinga of emotional
adjust. . nt did not accurately identify actual adjustment
are comparable to research by Oiffenbach (1978), Pihl and
Nimrod (1976), Snyder and Gaston (1970), S.a •• , Baade, and
PaakewicI (1980), Springer (1941), and Stolz and Coltherp
(1961).

These studies all found that HPO interpretations

for emotional adjust.. nt did not discriminate between
adjusted and maladjusted children.
Thus, this study provides further evidence which
que s tions the validity of the use of children's human
figure drawings .. s a measure of emotional adjustment.

When

attempting to account for di f ficulties in the interpretation of BFOs for emotional adjustment, reaearc hers such
as Peldman and Hunt (1958), Roback (1968), Schaeffer
(1964), and Strumpfer and Nichols (1962) have suggested

that artistic quality of HPOs is a confounding influence.
However, the results of this study indicated that psycho-
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logists' ratings of children's UFOs for emotional adjustment were not significantly related to ratings of artistic
quality from UP Os of the same children. In other words, the
perceived artistic quality was not found to be a possible
confounding influence on emotional adjustment interpetations of UPOs.

Therefore, the validity of emotional

adjustment interpretations appears eVen more questionable,
since the findings of this study indicated that (a) emotional adjustment ratinga were not related to actual emotional adjustment status, and (b) a proposed confOUnding
influence (artistic quality of RPOa) was not supported.
The impact of this finding of questionable validity is
even greater conSidering the frequency of use and emphaSis
placed On usage of UPOa projectively by the psychologists
partiCipating in this study.

The judges r >orted using

UPOs projectively in an average of 63 percant of their
assessments, and they all indicated that they placed at
least same emphasis on HPOs in making decisions about amotional adjustment.

The frequent projective Use of "FO. by

the judges participating in this study may be representative of psychologists in general Who employ projective
techniques.

As previously noted, Goh and PUller (1983) and

Goh, Teslow, and PUller (1981) found that UPOs (through the
Draw-A-Peraon, Houao-Tree-Per8on, and Kinetic Pamily Drav-

ings) were among the moat frequently used projective
instruments for personality assessment.

This relatively

high frequency of usage makes the finding of questionable
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validity of HPDs from this study significant.
In addition, if the emotional adjustment ratings are
indicative of how psychologists rate drawings in their
practice, the validity of HPDs is further decreased by the
use of inappropriate scoring techniques (e.g., the Goodenough-Harris scoring system).

It is seriously doubtful

that the psychologists participating in this study were
trained to use the Goodenough-Barris scoring system as a
measure of emotional adjustment.

It see.. more likely that

they were trained in the objective use of BFOs through the
Goodenough-Harris scoring system and then generaliled this
training to projective uses of HPDs.

This finding of the

projective use of the Goodnough-Harris scoring system
supports statements by Ysseldyke and Algo.zine (1982),
Diagnosticians regularly administer and use the
results of tests for purposes other than those
for which they were designed.

At its very

simplest level is the use of tbe results of a
pupil'. performance on a screening measure to

make a classification or placement decision.
More often, teats are used for more than one

purpose, and in the process, they are used for
purposes for which they Were not designed Ip.
137-138).
This isaue of questionable validity of projective uses
of HFDs has been debated by researchers such as Hamaer
(1969), who supported and defended HPDs as a projective
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techn i que .

Hammer contended that HFDs have been evaluated

inappropriately because projective techniques cannot be
appraised on the basis of whether or not they invariably
focus on the same dimension in each subject.

Furthermore,

he criticized validity studies which involved "blind"
interpretation linterpreting drawings without other information about the subject), because integration of findings
from other sources of data is not possible with this
approach.

In defending his position, Hammer (1969 ) atated

"No one uses the DAP alone.

It was never intended by

Hachover, or anyone else, as anything more than a supple-

ment, a graphic adjunct to the verbal technique" Ip. 154).
In further defense of projective drawings, Hammer
(1981) noted that correlations between ratings of traits
reflected in drawings and personality characteristics of
the subject are low mainly because two HPOs are a small
sample of an individual'. expressiveness.

Hammer recom-

mended the usa of a battery of drawings i ncluding la) the
drawing of a house, tree, and person of each sex; (b) four
crayon drawings--a house, tree, .ale and female person; (e)

the Draw-A-Pamily procedure; Id) a drawing of an animal;
Ce) the drawing of the most unpleasant concept a subject
can think of; and If) other .iscellaneous drawings .
According to Hammer, this battery of drawings "would only
then actually prov i de a pool of data sufficient to more
validly 'test' projective drawings" Ip. 179) .

However,

this reco... ndation appears to be impractical, considering
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the amount of time it would take a subject to complete the
various drawings 1n an actual assessment.

Falk (1981) also criticized the use of only one drawing or a few drawings from each subject in research con cerning the validity of UPOs.

Like Hammer, Palk expressed

the concern that HPO interpretation is used only a8 part of
a whole diagnostic process, which generally includes other
psychodiagnostic devices, a personal history, and the subject's behavior and associations to testa.

Palk further

noted that reaearcher. have often concluded that the OAP,
despite its limitations, is a useful tool when used in
conjunction with other teata.
The issues concerning number of drawings and 'blind'
interpretation raised by

res~chers

such as Hammer (1969,

1981) and Falk (1981) have a180 been addressed by
reaearchers such as Martin (1983) and

Wan~arer

(1969).

While Hammer and Palk defended the projective use of HFOs,
Martin (1983) sharply criticized this technique.

In

accordance with Hammer and Falk. Martin noted that a oneitem test (i.e., one figure drawing) is inappropriate.

The

difference between Martin's position and that of the others
is that he recognized that only one or a few drawings are
used in actual practice, rather than other procedures such
as the large battery of drawings suggested by Hammer.
Hammer defends the validity of HPOs based on the use of
many drawings, but research such as the present study and
studies by Goh and Puller (1983) and Goh, Teslow, and
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Puller (1981) has shown that in actual practice. psychologists use only one or a few drawings from each Individual.

Hartin stated.

Host psychologists would recognize that a
research project on one subject could not be
generaliled to a population. or that a jury
Should not be constituted of only one juror.

Yet

these same psYchologists may be tempted to
Interpret the a .. ll .I,e of drawings as a sign of
depression. lack of self-confidence. or "shrunken
ego".

In this case. generalilations are being

made from one reaponse.

It Is a situation

exactly analagoua to that of a one Item test and
therefore the reaponse and Its Interpretation Is
inherently unreliable.

It is therefore

Inherently Invalid (p. 6).
Interestingly. Hartin's state~nt appears to be of
particular Importance to certain findings of this study.
As noted earlier. five of the twelve psychologists participating In this study volunteered apeclflc Interpretations
(very almllar to those listed by Hartin) on the basis of
one drawing.
The Issue of "blind" Interpretation of drawings In
research criticized by Hammer (1969) and Palk (1981) has
also been debated.

Manderer (1967) concluded that clini-

cians aay attibute knowledge obtained from interviews and
observation to the drawlnga the.. elves. "seeing" In them
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what they already knew.

According to Wanderer,

studies eliminate this hazard.

~blind

As noted in the literature

review of this study, Chapman and Chapman (1967) have shown
that this phenomenon--observing in dravings "illusory correlates~

of known symptoms--reaults in systematic errors on

the part of judges.

Therefore, it appears that "blind"

studies are necessary in order t o objectively measure the
validity of projective uses of BFOs.
Through the position of researchers such aa Falk
(1981), it can still be argued that the validity of BFOs
should not be evaluated in this strict manner because they
arc used only as a source of hypotheses that vill be supported or rejected by
the

~ssessment.

the

outcome of other procedures in

(The majority of the judges in this study

reported using HFOs in this manner).

Hovever, Martin

(1983) challenged this contention by stating several
reasons why the use of the DAP to support other data is
inappropriate.

First, he noted that adding one unreliable

meas ure (the OAf ) t o other reliable measures (such as
standa rd ize d ra t i ng scales and test scores) serves only to

decre as e t he r e lia bility and validity of the entire set of
mea s ur es .

Second, according to Martin (1983), it is inappropriate to use Bros because "interpretations of anyone
index on the Draw-A-Person are so ambiguous and manifold
that virtually any hypothesis could be supported from such
data" (p. 6).

This stateDent a180 aeems applicable to the
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present study, due to the finding that judges frequently
used global impressions and overall detail as criteria for
rating the UFOs.

These two criteria seem to be vague, and

as a result, they presumably could be used to support di f fering hypotheses.
Third, Martin (19831 concluded that HPOs should not be
used to support other data because they can be the bosis
for the formation of a strongly held hypothesis, or they
can reinforce a bias or stereotype held by the psychologist.

Bither of these occurrences might lead the psy-

chologist to search for supportive data.

Martin is in

effect describing the "illusory correlation· found in
research by Chapman and Chapman (19671.

Wanderer (19691

further addressed this pheno.anon, suggesting that the OAF
Is popular despite of questionable validity because it
reinforces clinicians' beliefs.
One final issue regarding the questionable validity of
projectiva uses of HPOs is the difficulty involved in
accounting for variability in children's drawings .

Hammer

(19811 stated that e motionally d isturbed individuals may
have distorted views of the world which are sampled by
project i ve drawings.

However, according to Palk (19811,

children labeled as e motionally disturbed may be facing the
same conflicts as normal children.

It is the manner in

which emotionally disturbed children deal with these conflicts which results in their being labeled, their
responses to conflicts may differ only in degree, not in
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type of response.

~hile drawings from children at the

extremes of the normal-abnormal continuum may definitely
reflect differences in how they cope with conflicta, th08e
near the middle of the continuum may not reflect differences in adjustment.

It is not safe to ASSume that draw-

ings from normal children will not show any 8igns of stress
or conflicts: 1ikewise, it is not safe to assume that
drawings from emotionally disturbed children will reflect
conflicts.
Selfe (1983) expressed this viewpoint in noting that
individual drawing features may be the reault of instruction, imitation of cartoons, or other influences, instead
of arising from the emotional state of the subject alone.
She stated that "the problem is to bring the emotional,
expressive motivation for drawing into some significance,
while taking account of cognitive and developmental
explanations" (p. 23).
In conclusion of this discussion on the issue of
validity, several pointa may be emphasized.

First, the

recommendation of using many drawings from each child in
validity research is not appropriate because this procedure
is not used in actual practice and does not 8eem feasible
for future use.

On the other hand, it appears that the use

of one drawing or a few drawings in actual practice is such
a small sample that it ia an inherently unreliable, and
thus invalid technique.

Second, "blind" interpretation

seema to be necessary for r •• earch on HPO validity in order
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to avoid -illusory correlation- or bias in interpretation.
But in actual practice, illusory correlation may occur when

psycholoqists ·see· in drawings what they already know
about the subject or seek to confirm later.

Third, due to

these problems and other difficulties in interpretation
(e.g., accounting for the variability within ED vs. non-ED
children's HPOs), the prOjective use of children's UPOs as
a measure of emotional adjustment appears to be invalid.
This conclusion is supported by the findings of this study.
Limitations 21 This Study
The present study involved a sample of ten children
diagnosed as emotionally disturbed and ten normal children,
each of whom produced two human figure dravings.

The.e

children vere male, in the average range of intelligence,
and ranged in age from eight to ten years.

Therefore, the

findings of this study cannot be generaliaed to the drawings of females and those of children of different ages and
ranges of intelligence.
Another possible limitation vas that significant differences may have existed between the two drawings of each
child in the study.

One drawing was rated for emotional

adjustment, while the other drawing was rated for artistic
quality.

This procedure was used in order to help prevent

certain features of a drawing from biasing the opposite
rating.

It is unlikely that significant differences

between two drawings from the same child existed or
influenced re.ult., since a counterbalancing procedure was
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used for rating drawings and a r e lative ly high degre e of
inte rrate r r e liability was found.
The issue of the validity of the e motional adjustment
s tatus of the children making the drawings should also be
considered a limitation of this study.

In randomly

selecting the emotionally disturbed children, care was
taken to select those who had been diagnosed as emotionally
disturbed and placed in EO cla8sel.

This procedure does

not necessarily mean the children were actually emotionally
disturbed (the validity of the diagnoses could not be
determined), but it Can be concluded that the behavior of
these children was significantly different from others to
warrant placement in a special class .

Likewise, it cannot

be totally rUled out that the randomly selected normal
children were not EO to a degree, but they showed no evidence of emotional disturbance as revealed from their
teachers and cumulative records.
Suggestions ~ ~ Resea rch

Baled on the results of this study a nd t he r evi a w of
related literature, several suggestions may be made for

future r e learch.

Pirst, the possible influe nce of a rtistic

quality on HPO interpretations for emot ional
cannot be ruled out by this one study.

djustme nt

Purther research is

needed in order to determine if artistic quality of drawings can be eliminated as a hypothesized confounding
influence on projective HPO interpretations.

In addition

to replication of this study using the Same age group,
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intelligence level of subjects, etc., research needs to be

conducted using drawings by

fe~les

and by those in other

age and intelligence ranges.
Second, the focus of additonal research on the projective uses of HPOs needs to change from that of proving
or disproving validity through diagnostic sorting tasks.
It seems evident from the present study and past research

that, in general, BPOs appear to be invalid for indicating
level of emotional adjustment.
to focus on

~hether

Thus, future research needs

the use of HPOs is in any way helpful

a8 part of an asaessment battery.

For in.tance, further

studies need to be conducted on the usefulness of HPOs
through

~inetic

Pamily Drawings (e.g., does drawing his or

her family stimulate a child to talk about the family?).
It may be that the only appropriate uses of UPo. are a
rapport building activity (Martin, 1983) and a screening
instrument for those of below average intelligence (Scott,
1981), but these conclusions should be substantiated by
methodologically sound re.earch using children's drawings
rather than those of adult ••
Third, another possible avenue for future reaoarch is
the determination of why the continued projective use of
BPOs is so popular in the face of nonaupportive or
inconclusive research on this technique.

Research on

Wanderer's (1969) contention that the use of BPD. partially
reinforces

cli~lan'.

belief. about children aight prove
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interesting. Analyses of current formal training methods on

projective uses of HFOs (e.g., courses and workshops) might
also help in determining why HPOs are used inappropriately.
Su..... ry
Research on the validity of the projective use of
children's human fig ure drawings ao a measure of emotional
adjustment has been inconclusive.

Ao a reaoon for the

inconoiotent findings, reaearchers have hypotheaized that
the artistic quality of HPOa may be a confounding influence
on interpretation of adjustment from the drawings (e.g.,
drawings of low artistic quality might erroneously be perceived aa having been drawn by maladjusted children).

Past

research on thio issue has been inadequate due to the fact
that adults' drawings were used instead of children's, and

other judgeo (i.e., artists) were used to rate artistic
quality rather than psychologists.
The major purpose of this study was to determine if a
relationship existed between psychologisto' judgments of
artistic quality and judgments of emotional adjustment from
children's human figure drawings.

Two human figure draw-

ings each were collected from a randomly selected group of
emotionally disturbed children and normal children.

These

children were matched according to age (eight t o ten
years), sex (all were male), and

to

laverage rangel.

The

EO children were diagnosed by their school systems or in
clinical settings and were placed in EO claoses, whereas
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the normal children showed no e vidence of emotional disturbance.

Twelve psychologists (six male And six female) were
randomly selected to rate the drawings for artistic quality
and emotional adjustment without knowledge of the children's emotional adjustment status.

These psychologists

reported using children's HFDs projectively in an average
of 63 percent of their a.ae.sments.

Their average length

of use of children's HFDs was 7 years.

All of the psycho-

logists indicated that they placed at least some emphasis
on children's HFDs in making decision. about emotional
adjustment.
A counterbalancing procedure was employed for the
order in which the psychologists rated the drawing. (i.e.,
half rated artistic quality first and half rated emotional
adjustment first).

Artistic quality vas defin 1 as the

technical accuracy of the drawing. rather than it.
aesthetic appeal.

The definition of emotional disturbance

from public Lav 94-142 vas suggested as a guideline for the
emotional adjustment ratings.

Otherwise, the psychologists

were allowed to employ the methods of interpetation they
use in their practice.

Each psychologist was also asked to

list or describe the methods or criteria used in rating
each drawing.

In addition, one month after the original

ratings were made, the psychologists were asked to re - rate
a random sample of the drawings in order to determine the
intrarater reliability.

The analyses of thes e ratings addressed Cal the r e lationship between the artistic quality and emotional
adjustment ratings, Cb) the similarities and differences
between the criteria used for making both types of rating.,
Cc) the relationship between the emotional adjustment
ratings and actual emotional adju.tment status, Cd) the
relationship between the artistic quality ratings and
actual emotional adjustment status, and (e) the degree of
agreement of ratings among judge. (Interrater reliability)
and the degree of stability of ratings (intrarater reliability).
It was hypotheSized that (a) there would be a significant positive relationship between psychologists' judgments of artistic quality and judgments of emotional
adjustment from children'. HPOs, (b) the criteria or
methods used for ratings of artistic quality would be
similar to those used for ratings of adjustment, and (c)
ratings of artistic quality and emotional adjustment would
have a low level of Identification of actual level of
adjustment.
A pOSitive, but nonsignificant, point biserial correlation (r •• 37) was found between the artistic quality
ratings and emotional adjustment ratings, indicating that
the two ratings eay be measuring different dimensions of
children's HPOs.

The psychologists' perceptions of artis-

tic quality of the HPOs in this study

did not influence

their rating. of elOOtlonal adju.t.. .. nt to a aignif icant
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degree.

Thus, the first hypothesis o f a high positive

re lationship was not supported.
A cumulative frequency analysis of the criteria used

by the ps ychologists in classifying drawings indicated that
the same types of criteria were frequently cited for both
types of ratings, lending support to the second hypothesis.
Since the ratings were not highly correlated,

th~

were presumably interpreted differently in the two
ratings.

criteria
t~s

of

For example, some criteria, such as -detail- and

"si.e,· were listed more frequently in one type of rating
than the other and may have been given more weight by the
judges •
A relatively high degree of inter rater reliability was
found for the artistic quality ratings ( intraclass r •• 86)
and the emotional adjustment ratings (intraclass r •• 75).
The intrarater reliability was also relatively high (the
average correlation coefficent for the artistic quality
ratings

was .90, and the average perce nt agreement for the

emotional adjustment ratings was 88 percent).
Howev er , the emotional adjustment ratings were not

significantly r elated to the actual emotional adju.s t .... nt
status of the childre n making the drawings (average percent
agreement. 58 percent).

This finding indicated that the

validity of the me thods used by the psychologists in
interpreting t he HPOs for emotional adjustment was questionable.

The artistic quality ratings were also not sig-

nificantly related to the children's actual adjustment (r •
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.09), indicating that emotionally disturbed children'S Hros
we re not necessarily perceived as having low artistic

quality.
In addition to these analyses, other unexpected findings from this study included the inappropriate use of the
Goodenough-Harris scoring system as a projective technique,
and diagnoses such as obsessive/compulsive tendencies made
on the basis of the drawings by some of the judges in this
study. These findings suggest that HFOs are frequently used
inappropriately as a projective technique.
Overall, the results of this study indicate that the
validity of emotional adjustment interpretations rrom
children's HPOs appears questionable because (a) the emotional adjustment ratings were not related to actual emotional adjustment status, (bl a proposed confounding
influence (artistic quality of BPOs)

J~not

supported, and

(c) inappropriate techniques for interpretation were found
to be used.

The conclusion of questionable validity was

further emphasized by the frequency of use and emphasis
placed on HPOs in making decisions about emotional adjustment reported by the psychologists participating in this
study.

Thus, this study contributes to the body of

research suggesting that children'S HPOs are not valid or
appropriate for indicating level of emot ional adjustment of
elementary school aged children.
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Appendix 1\

Correspondence

~

Judge.

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

In our recent telephone conversation. I asked for your assistance
in rating children's human figure drawings for I11Y "aster's thesis at
Western ICentucky University. EnclOSed Is a seMes of children's human
figure drawings which you are requested to rate according to the
instructions given. The drawings are divided Into Section 1 and
Section 2. Please coq>lete Section I tefore beginning Section 2.
After cooopleting both sections. please return the drawi ngs and ratings
to lie in the enclosed postage paid envelope .
Please try to return the drawings to lie i n two .... eks If possible.
If you have questions at any ti ... please call lie at (502) 745- 2695 or
782-0551. A brief folla..-up to the ratings and infonnation for. which
are necessary to coq>lete the study . will be sent to you later. A copy
of the purpose and results of this study wi 11 also be sent to you upon
cooopletion.
Thank you very ""cil for your cooperation. I reall y Jpprechte
your tloe and effort In helping oe with I11Y thesis.
Si nce rely.

Karen Collier
Psychologls t-in-Iral ning

Or. 1I1l1i.m Pfohl
Supervis ing Psychologl st

•

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

.,...._ .....,.......,

Thank you for your cooperation In rating children's h..... n figure
drawings for my Haster's thesis . I greatly appreciate the time and
effort you put forth in rating the drawings.
In order to cOl!l>lete the study, I need to obtain a measure of the
consistency of each psychOlogist's ratings. EnclOSed Is a sa""le of
drawings which should be rated accordln~ to the same Instructions as
the original rat i ngs . I also need you to fill out the enclosed
Informati on form, which will COl!l>lete you role In t he data collecti on
for this thesis. After conpletlng the ratings and fonn, pleav return
them to me as soon as possible In the enclosed postage paid en\ flope.
Again, If you need to contact me for any reason, please call
(502) 745-2695 or 782-0551. A copy of tho purpose and results of the
stUdy will be s ent to you hrmedlately upon C041pletlon .
Thanks again.
~fncerel Y t

Karen Coll ier
Psycho 10g1s t · in· traini ng
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Appe ndix 8
*[nstructions for

~

!

A s e ries of 20 children'. human figure dra wings is
attached.

All of the children who made these drawings are

male and are in the average range of intelligence.
of each child ia listed at the top of each drawing.

The age
A

rating sheet ia also attached to each drawi ng.
Please rate each drawing individually according to
the level of emotional adjustment best reflected in the
drawing .

The definition of emotional disturbance from

Public Law 94-142 should be used as a guideline .
Please indicate on the rating sheet if the drawing
~

reflects normal emotional adjustment or maladjust-

ment (emotional disturbance).

Then, list or describe on

the rating sheet, as you rate each drawing, the methods or
criteria you used for determining categorization.

Por

example, this could be a s cor i ng system, your own unique
system of interpreting drawings, global impress i ons, and
content, deta il or other elements in the drawing .

Please

be a s precise as possible in indicating the criteria used .
Please rate each drawing and list the criteria used
without referring to the other drawings, i . e., complete the
ratings and listings for the first drawing before going on
to the second and so on.

Please do not make comparisons

between drawings.
After completing the ratings in this section, please
place tho drawings and the attached rating aheets in the
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enclosud re turn envelope and go on to Section 2.

-Instructions for Section 1 And 2 were reversed for

those psychol09ists making artistic quality ratings first
and emotional adjustment ratings second.
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Appendix C
Instructions

!2!

~

1

Twenty different children's human figure drawingB make
up Section 2.

These children are also male and in the

average range of intelligence .

The age of each child is

listed at the top of the drawings, and

Q

rating sheet is

attached to each drawing.
Please rate each drawing individuallY according to
the artistic quality reflected in the drawing.

Artistic

Quality is defined as the goodness or technical accuracy of
the drawing, i.e., how well it represents a person, rather
than its aesthetic appeal.

Please indicate if each drawing

is of high, ~edium or low artistic quality on the rating
sheet attached to each drawing.

Next, further differen-

tiate the artistic quality of each drawing by rating the
drawing on a scale of 1 to 7, which a rating ot 1 being the
lowest quality and a rating of 4 being the highest quality.
(Ratings of 1 and 2 correspond to low quality, ratings 3,
4, a~d 5 correspond to medium quality, and ratings 6 and 7
to high quality.)
Then, as you rate each drawing, pleaae list or

describe on the rating sheet the methods or criteria you
used in determning each categorization.

For exaMple, this

could be content, detials, or other elements in the
drawing, or global impressions.

Please be as precise as

possible in listing or describing what criteria from each
drawing resulted in its classification in a particular

95

category.
Please rate eftch dra~ing and list the criteria used
without referring to the other dra~ings, i.e., complete the
ratings and listings for the first drawing before going on
to the second drawing and 80 on.

Please ~ not make

comparisons between the drawings.
When you have completed this section, please place it
1n the return envelope containing Section 1 and mail it to
me.
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Appe nd i x 0
Information
*Name

~

---------------------------------------------------------------

Title or Position

Please describe any training (for example, coursework Or

workshops) you may have received in the use of children'.
human figure drawings (BFO.) as a projective technique

How do you use children's BPOs projectively as part of
Jour a.sessments? _______________________________________

Bow l ong have you used children'. BPOa as a projective
technique? _______________________________________________
In what percentage of Assessments do you use children'.

HPOs proj ccti ve l y? _______________________________________
How much emphas i s do you place on HPOs i n making decisions
r egarding level of emot ional adjustment?

5

6

No Emphasis
Comments:

1

Great Emphasis

----------------------------------------

·Your name will be kept totally confidential
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Appendix E
Artistic

~

~

Rating

Drawing No.
Pleaso circle

low

medium
4

high
5

6

7

Plcase list or describe methods or criteria used in classifying this drawin 9 _________________________________________
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Appendix F
Emotional Adjustment Rating Sheet
Drawing No.
Please circle

normal adjustment

Please list or

d.s~ribe

maladjustment

methods or criteria used in classi-

fying this drawing _________________________________________
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Append ix G
Individual Judges' Correlation. Between Artistic
~

~

Emotional Adjustment Rating_
!:

Judge

!:
.71

. 39

-.22

8

.41

9

.64

.21

10

.60

S

.46

11

. 3S

6

. 33

12

.17

2

.09
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Appendix H
Cumulative Prequency 2! Criteria ~ ~ ~ Ratings

Emotional
adjustment
Criteria

Artistic
quallty

*n

~

110

Detail

49

Global i"",re88iona

59

43

Proportion

18

74

She

33

7

Placement

22

6

Content

21

9

Quality

20

10

15

17

13

7

Pacial expression/features
~ ..... turity

Line quallty

3

21

Act iv i ty/action content

3

11

Integration

6

13

Shading

9

Non-human
Clothing

8

Primitive

5

Pencil control

6

9

7
7
7

table continuea
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Emotional
adjustment
Criteria

IIrUatic
quality

!!

n

1

4

5

General Mood

2

Symmetr y
Rig i d Sta nce

10

Transpar ency

5

Erasures

7

Ko tizan

2

Cartoon fi gure

2

Rea l i.tic /u nrealistic

7

St ick fi gu re

2

2

Partia l pro file
1111 par ts present

8

Fo rm

4

2S

Good f or a ge

2

Poor f o r age

2

S imp lified
II rms

21

9

Teeth/lDOuth

6

Handa

7

4

Neck

6

3

t a b le c o nti nues

102
E.. otional

adjustment
Criteria

Artistic
quality

!l

!l

9

5

Hair
Head

8

Trunk
Shoulders

4

Peet

7

Ears

3

2

Legs

Pinge ..

"This nu.. ber represents the total number of times the
criterion was listed out of a total of 240 opportunities
(12 psychologists x 20 drawings)
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Appendix I
Cumulative Frequency

2! ~ Unique 12 Each Rating

Emotional Adjustment
Criteria

.!!.

Distortion

10

Midline emphas is

Artistic Quality
Criteria

.n

Structure

13

6

Bas ic features

2

Sureness of stroke

Opposi te salC drawing

2

Texturing

Body concept

2

Creativity

Grotesque

Composi t ion

Message
Bizarre content

Shape

Violent scene

Unappealing

Age of ch aracter

·Blob· body

2

Originality

1

Contour of body

1

Eyes

Noae
MUBcles

2

Emotional indicators
Omissions

One dimens iona 1
1

Tense

1

Body parts lOiaplaced
Eyebrows

Accessor te8 (flowers)

Strange

Rear view
Baso line

Compressed

Katch .... rks
1

Sketching
table continues

1
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Emotlonal Adjustment
Crite ria

Object in hand
Constrlctlon

Artlstlc Ouality
Criteria

Poor closure skills
Balance

Boy or girl?

'This number represents the total number of times the
criterion was listed out of a total of 240 opportunities
(12 judges x 20 drawings)
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Appe ndi x J

Ind i vidual Judges' Correlations ~ Artistic ~
Ratings ~ Actual Emotional Adjustment ~
Judge
~
Judge
~
1

4

6

. 14

7

. 16

.22

8

.10
-.06

. 12

9

.22

10

.OJ

. 20

11

- . 18

-.OJ

12

.10
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Appendix K
Individual Judges'

~

~

Agreement

Emotional

Adjustment Ratings and Actual Emotional Adjustment
Percent

Judge

2

~

~

Agreement

Judge

Agreeaent

60

7

60

35

8

6S

60

9

45

60

10

60

6S

11

6S

65

12

55
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Appendix L
Intrarater Reliability:

Correlations

~

Artistic ~ Ratings

Judge

!:

Judge

.94

7

!:
.87

.62

8

.71

.90

9

.98

.89

10

.85

.95

11

.76

.91

12

.98
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Appendix M
Intrarater Reliabilitl('

Percent Agreement Between

Emotional Adjustment Ratings
Percent

Judge

Agreem~nt

Percent

Judge

70
2

4

6

70

AgreelMtnt
90

8

80

100

9

100

90

10

100

100

11

90

90

12

70

